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Abstract
We present a novel algorithm for the simultaneous segmentation and anatomical labeling of the cerebral vasculature. Unlike existing approaches that first
attempt to obtain a good segmentation and then perform labeling, we jointly
optimize for both by simultaneously taking into account the image evidence
and the prior knowledge about the geometry and connectivity of the vasculature. This is achieved by first constructing an overcomplete graph capturing
the vasculature, and then selecting and labeling the subset of edges that most
likely represent the true vasculature. We formulate the latter problem as an
Integer Program (IP), which can be solved optimally using a branch-and-cut
algorithm. We evaluate our approach on a publicly available dataset of 50
cerebral MRA images, and demonstrate that it compares favorably against
state-of-the-art methods.
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1. Introduction
Automated segmentation and anatomical labeling of blood vessels is an
important problem with many practical applications. In clinical settings,
it can give an interventional radiologist extra guidance when navigating
through the vasculature of a patient, or it can enable automatic quantification of specific vessel segments. In a research context, it can be used to
detect patterns in the vasculature that may be correlated to the incidence of
vascular pathologies.
In this work, we focus on the cerebral vasculature and more specifically on
the Circle of Willis (CoW) as well as its adjacent vessels. The CoW is a circle
of arteries in the skull base that connects the left and right side of the anterior cerebral circulation with the posterior cerebral circulation (Fig. 1). It is
supplied with blood via three large arteries, namely the left and right internal carotid arteries (ICA) and the vertebrobasilar artery (VBA). The CoW
plays a crucial role in several vascular pathologies, notably hemorrhagic and
ischemic stroke. Cerebral aneurysms are balloon-like bulges on the wall of
cerebral vessels and their rupturing is the main cause of subarachnoic hemorrhagic stroke (van Gijn and Rinkel, 2001). About 90 % of all cerebral
aneurysms are found on the CoW (Brisman et al., 2006). The specific topology of the CoW determines the redundancy in blood supply to the brain
and is associated with the prevalence of border zone infarcts in patients with
unilateral ICA stenosis (Hendrikse et al., 2001). Although the CoW has a
very characteristic morphology, it is highly variable: less than half of the
population has a complete circle, while in the majority of cases, one or more
arteries are missing (Krabbe-Hartkamp et al., 1998). This variability makes
both segmentation and labeling challenging.
1.1. Related works on anatomical labeling of tubular structures
The problem of anatomical labeling of the vasculature can be posed more
generally as labeling of a tubular structure. Most existing approaches to
anatomical labeling of tubular structures pose the problem in a graph-based
setting, where the segmented object of interest is represented by a graph. In
this graph, the vertices represent the branch- and endpoints and the edges
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Figure 1: Two anatomically labeled Circles of Willis. The colors indicate the anatomical
names of the vessel segments. The left CoW is complete, while the right misses several
segments: right ACA1, right PComA and left PCA1.

represent the branches. In the following, we present an overview of graphbased anatomical labeling methods.
A conventional approach to labeling is to anatomically match an unlabeled graph with one or more labeled graphs. This approach was successfully
followed by Graham (2006), Buelow et al. (2006) and Feragen et al. (2012) for
labeling the bronchi. However, as remarked by Bogunović et al. (2013), the
reported results for approaches that learn a statistical model for the labeling
task are generally better.
Tschirren et al. (2005) label the bronchi of a patient by matching the
graph edges with a labeled, probabilistic model containing for each label the
mean and standard deviation of geometric properties. They take into account
the length and direction of the edges and the angle and distance between pairs
of edges. A learnt, fixed topology between the different labels is enforced.
Van Ginneken et al. (2008) label the bronchi with a probabilistic model that
contains for each label the mean and standard deviation of the orientation,
radius and angle with the parent edge. For all edges, label probabilities are
calculated and the labels are assigned in a top-down fashion to the bronchial
segments. Mori et al. published several works about bronchial labeling. Their
latest approach (Mori et al., 2009) labels the bronchial branches in an edge
matching approach. A trained classifier assigns a probability to each possible
pair of edge and label. The algorithm then searches for the globally optimal
assignment of edge labels taking into account several topological constraints.
In another line of work, they label the abdominal arteries (Mori et al., 2010;
Matsuzaki et al., 2015), which they consider more difficult than labeling
bronchi due to the larger variability. They use an application-specific algorithm which they do not expect to work on vasculature of other organs.
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The method of Bogunović et al. (2011) aims at labeling 5 bifurcations in the
anterior circulation of the CoW. This is done by explicitly enumerating all
possible isomorphisms between a given graph and a predetermined atlas, and
then calculating a probabilistic cost function, which combines a data term
based on bifurcation morphology with a prior term that imposes a certain
ordering of the bifurcations. Although the performance of the method is very
good, it is not computationally scalable: a preprocessing step is required to
prune the graph to about 20 candidate vertices. Robben et al. (2013) label
the full CoW by matching vertices to a probabilistic atlas. The approach relies on both unary potentials of the bifurcations and also pairwise potentials
between them. Bogunović et al. (2013) also label the full CoW by matching
bifurcations to an atlas. They use the bifurcation properties and have several reference graphs to model the topology of the bifurcations. The method
is evaluated on ground truth segmentations as it requires topologically correct segmentations without loops, disconnected regions or spurious branches.
Bilgel et al. (2013) label the anterior part of the cerebral vasculature using
belief propagation on a Bayesian network. Ghanavati et al. (2014) label the
complete vasculature of a mouse model. The labeling problem is formulated
as a Markov Random Field and the optimal solution is sought through simulated annealing stochastic relaxation. It should be noted that these methods,
except Robben et al. (2013), Bogunović et al. (2013) and Ghanavati et al.
(2014), assume that the graph is a tree.
All these approaches rely on a pre-existing segmentation in the form of
a graph of blood vessels or bronchi. When assigning the anatomical labels,
they account for the fact that the vasculature and the airway system are
not random sets of tubular structures but organs with specific connectivity
patterns. However they fail to exploit this knowledge to improve the segmentations. An exception is the work of Lu et al. (2009) where they segment
and label three non-branching coronary arteries by generating many possible
segmentations and selecting – based solely on geometry – for each label the
most likely one.
1.2. Related works on vascular segmentation
Vascular segmentation, or vascular tracing, refers to estimating both the
vessel locations and morphology. The former involves finding vessel centerline points and their associated radii, while the latter involves recovering
the connectivity of these points. This kind of segmentation is also called
vascular reconstruction and can be contrasted with voxelwise segmentation,
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where each voxel in a given volume is assigned either to the vasculature or
to the background, and where there is no strict notion of connectivity or
morphology.
One could attempt to recover the centerlines from a voxelwise segmentation using skeletonization techniques. However, when the distance between
the boundaries of two vessels is smaller than the imaging resolution – a
phenomenon called kissing vessels – the connectivity of the voxelwise segmentation does not match that of the underlying vasculature. As a result,
skeletonization results in erroneous connections.
Other methods aim at extracting the centerlines directly. An overview
is given in Lesage et al. (2009, Section 4.4), where two broad categories
are distinguished. Tracking methods (Aylward and Bullitt, 2002; Wong and
Chung, 2007; Gülsün and Tek, 2008; Friman et al., 2010) begin at a given
starting point and follow the vasculature by iteratively searching an adjacent
point on the vessel centerline using local information. Typically heuristic
rules detect branch- and endpoints. The second category contains minimal
path techniques (Deschamps and Cohen, 2001; Hua and Yezzi, 2007). The
resulting centerline connects two given points and minimizes the integral of
an intensity function along the centerline. Both approaches typically use only
local information and are as such prone to creating shortcuts in the presence
of kissing vessels.
In a more recent line of research, the vascular centerline segmentation
problem is approached in a more global fashion by finding the globally optimal subset of edges in a graph of potential centerlines (Türetken et al., 2010;
González et al., 2010; Türetken et al., 2013). More specifically, the approach
first involves building an overcomplete centerline segmentation by calculating the minimal paths that connect a large set of seed points, i.e. points
that have a high probability of lying on the vasculature. Subsequently, the
optimal subset of these centerlines is selected according to a cost function
that incorporates image evidence and a prior on the presence of junctions.
This is done subject to a set of constraints that impose connectedness and
— if applicable -– the tree-like topology of the resulting solution. Rempfler
et al. (2015) extend this approach and make the probability of presence of a
junction depend on its geometric properties.
All these approaches use knowledge of the local appearance of blood vessels and possibly some knowledge about their global connectivity i.e. connectedness and tree-like topology. By contrast, we leverage the available
anatomical information inherent to many vascular systems to further im5

prove the segmentation performance as we describe in the following.
1.3. Contributions
Our approach performs the segmentation and anatomical labeling of the
cerebral vasculature jointly so as to guarantee a result that is biologically
plausible. This is achieved by taking into account both the image evidence
and the anatomical knowledge about the vascular connectivity simultaneously using probabilistic classifiers that capture both appearance and geometry features, and impose learned connectivity rules.
Not only does this approach yield better results than state-of-the-art
methods, such as Türetken et al. (2013), it is also generic and could as well
be applied to other curvilinear structures.
This paper extends our earlier work (Robben et al., 2014). We present
here an improved derivation, which has both theoretical advantages and improved performance. Furthermore, we provide a more thorough experimental
evaluation of the approach and its individual components.
2. Method
Starting from the raw image (Fig. 2a), we first compute a directed graph
GI , which is an overcomplete segmentation of the vasculature : it is assumed
that its edges cover all the vessels in the image, but it may contain spurious
branches that are not part of the vasculature (Fig. 2c). In a second step, we
select a subgraph in GI and anatomically label its edges such that it most
likely represents the true vasculature. This is done jointly, by optimizing
a global objective function that captures both the image evidence and the
prior knowledge about the geometry and connectivity of the labeled arteries
(Fig. 2d).
2.1. Creation of the overcomplete graph GI
We first compute a 4D scale-space tubularity volume, in which the first
three dimensions refer to the position and the last dimension refers to the
vessel radius, or scale. The values represent the probability that there is
a vessel of that radius centered at that voxel in the image (Fig. 2b). The
probabilities are computed by a supervised cascaded classifier with three levels. Each level uses an Extremely Randomized Trees classifier (Geurts et al.,
2006), as provided by Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011). The first level has
as feature the intensity of the voxel, the second level uses the intensities of a
6

(a) The raw image.

(b) The 4D tubularity volume, maximum intensity projected along the
scale dimension.

(c) The overcomplete graph capturing(d) The resulting labeled segmentathe cerebral vasculature.
tion with the anatomical labels colorcoded.
Figure 2: Overview of the pipeline of the method .

3 × 3 × 3 neighborhood and the third level uses the responses of the Frangi
(Frangi et al., 1998) and OOFA (Law and Chung, 2010) vesselness filters at
16 different scales (uniformly from 0.6 mm to 3.5 mm) and the intensities of
the neighboring voxels. The output of the classifier are 16 probabilities, one
for each scale. The probabilities for a single position do not sum up to one,
as there is also the possibility that there is no centerline at this position. Finally, the non maxima suppressed volume is also computed (Turetken et al.,
2013).
We sample local maxima of this suppressed tubularity volume by iteratively picking the current maximum value and then suppressing its connected
neighborhood (radius 2.5 mm). These samples act as vertices VI in the directed graph GI = (VI , EI ), which contains the vasculature (Fig. 2c). The
edges EI represent tubular segments and are obtained by connecting pairs
7

of samples that are within a certain distance from each other, using the
Fast Marching algorithm (Hua and Yezzi, 2007) in the scale space. Thus,
for each edge eij we have the arc length parametrization of the centerline
position pij : R+ → R3 and the arc length parametrization of the radius
rij : R+ → R+ . We assume that GI is overcomplete such that its edges cover
all the vessels in the image, but it may contain spurious edges that are not
part of the vasculature.
In contrast to earlier approaches (Türetken et al., 2011) that attempt to
sample the vertices from the true furcations of the vasculature, which are
usually very hard to obtain accurately, the vertices in our graph do not need
to coincide with the furcations. As a consequence, an edge does not necessarily correspond to a single anatomical segment but can also correspond to
(parts of) multiple anatomical segments.
2.2. Terminology
Given an image I, let G = (V, E) be the directed graph obtained by
adding a virtual vertex vv to GI such that V = {vi } = VI ∪ {vv } and
E = {eij = (vi , vj )} = EI ∪ {(vv , vi )|vi ∈ VI }. The virtual vertex will be
used later to ensure the connectedness of our solution by forcing the existence of a directed path from the virtual vertex to every vertex in the
solution. The use of directed edges is preferred over undirected ones as this
simplifies the mathematical formulation of this connectedness constraint and
other constraints on the topology of the solution (see Section 2.4). Also, the
vasculature is an anatomical structure with a natural sense of direction –
blood flows through it in a specific direction – and we will exploit this in our
method. One can think of the direction of the edges in the solution as the
direction of the blood flow, and the method will learn how the blood typically
flows (see Section 2.3.2). The virtual vertex is in the solution connected to
the vertices where the vascular structure originates. An illustration on a toy
example is given in Fig. 3a.
Let also S = {si } be the set of the anatomical labels for distinct segments
of the vasculature extended with a void label (NA) for unnamed vessel segments (as illustrated in Fig. 1) and a virtual label for the edges between the
virtual vertex and vertices in the image. The void label is necessary since
we are interested in segmenting the whole cerebral vasculature rather than
only the named segments of the CoW. The virtual label allows the method
to learn and label where the directed vascular structure begins.
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We formulate our problem in terms of pairs of consecutive edges in G,
since it allows us to capture more global appearance and geometry information, and it gives rise to a linear objective function and constraints. Let
F = {eijk = (eij , ejk )} be the set of consecutive directed edge pairs and L̂
the set of the edge pair labels as observed in the training data. Since an edge
pair can span multiple anatomical segments, an edge pair label is a tuple of
potentially multiple segment labels: L̂ ⊂ ∪N
n=1 {(s1 , .., sn )|∀i : si ∈ S}, with
N determined from the training set. To be a valid solution, the edge pairs
must be overlapping and connected to the virtual vertex. We impose every
edge eij to have no more than one incoming edge pair ehij in the solution.
As such, every edge in the solution will have exactly one incoming edge pair.
Note that this does not impose a constraint on the topology of the solution,
while it simplifies the mathematical formulation.
l
We define X = {Xijk
} to be the vector of binary random variables, each
representing the (non-)existence of a vessel segment with edge pair label l
along the directed edge pair eijk . Its realization is denoted by the binary
vector x = {xlijk }, which we will call a solution. An illustration on a toy
example is given in Fig. 3b. We call an edge pair eijk active if it is present
in the solution: ∃l : xlijk = 1. Equivalently, an edge ejk is active when it is
present in the solution: ∃l, vi : xlijk = 1. All the symbols and their meaning
are presented in Table 1.
In the following, we pose the joint segmentation and labeling problem as
an integer program (IP) over x, subject to a set of constraints.
2.3. Objective function
We formulate the problem as a maximum a posteriori (MAP) inference
over the binary variables x:
x∗ = arg max P (X = x|I, G)
x∈X

(1)

where X denotes the set of feasible solutions that satisfy the constraints
l
described in Section 2.4. We decompose X = {Xijk
} into two sets of random
variables: T = {Tijk } and L = {Lijk }. The binary variable Tijk indicates
whether the edge pair eijk is part of the solution. The variable Lijk represents
the edge pair label of the edge pair eijk and its value is an element of L̂. The
relations are:
l
l
∀Xijk
: Xijk
= 1 ⇐⇒ Tijk = 1 ∧ Lijk = l.
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(a) Overcomplete graph G.
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(b) A solution x.

Figure 3: Illustration of the used terminology on a toy example of a vascular structure (in
gray). The overcomplete graph G = (V, E) has vertices V = {vi }, shown as red dots, and
edges E = {eij = (vi , vj )}, shown as green lines. A subset of the set of all edge pairs F
is shown as dashed blue lines. The shown edge pairs form a valid solution: the edge pairs
are overlapping and connected to the virtual vertex.

Their realizations are respectively t = {tijk } and l = {lijk }. The objective
function contains now two terms:
P (X = x|I, G) = P (T = t, L = l|I, G)
= P (L = l|T = t, I, G)P (T = t|I, G).

(3)
(4)

One can think of P (T = t|I, G) as the segmentation term, giving the probability of a certain segmentation t conditioned on the image I and the overcomplete graph G. The term P (L = l|T = t, I, G) can be considered as the
labeling term, giving the probability of a certain labeling l conditioned on
the segmentation t, the image I and overcomplete graph G. In the following,
both will be elaborated.
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Table 1: Terminology and symbols regarding the graph and labels.

Name
I
GI = (VI , EI )
vv

G = (V, E)
V = {vi } = VI + {vv }
E = {eij = (vi , vj )}
= EI + {(vv , vi )|vi ∈ VI }
pij , rij
F = {eijk = (eij , ejk )}
eijk follows ef gh
eijk is active
S = {si }
L̂ ⊂ ∪N
n=1 {(s1 , .., sn )|∀i :
si ∈ S}

Description
The image
The directed tubular graph constructed from the
image.
The virtual root vertex. This vertex is virtual,
as it lies outside the image. In the solution, every edge should be indirectly connected to it.
The directed tubular graph used in the reconstruction.
The vertices of the graph.
The directed edges of the graph.
The arc length parametrization of the position
respectively the radius of edge eij .
The set of consecutive directed edge pairs in the
graph.
This implies that eij = egh .
Edge pair eijk is present in the solution.
Set of the segment labels, these correspond to
anatomical names for arteries.
Set of the edge pair labels as observed in the
training data.

2.3.1. Labeling term P (L = l|T = t, I, G)
To derive P (L = l|T = t, I, G) we assume conditional independence of
the label over the edge pairs given the image and the graph:
Y
P (L = l|T = t, I, G) =
P (Lijk = lijk |Tijk = tijk , I, G)
(5)
eijk ∈F

=

Y h

P (Lijk = lijk |Tijk = 1, I, G)tijk ×

(6)

eijk ∈F
1−tijk

P (Lijk = lijk |Tijk = 0, I, G)

i
.

(7)

The probabilities of P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G) are obtained from a probabilistic classifier trained on a set of labeled edge pairs, as explained in Section 2.5.
The estimation of P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 0, I, G) is more involved. Since edge
11
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(b)

Figure 4: Imagine a scenario with a single edge pair that has P (T = 1|I, G) = 0.6 and
three as likely labels (P (L = A|T = 1, I, G) = P (L = B|T = 1, I, G) = P (L = C|T =
1, I, G) = 0.33). (a) If we say that edge pairs with T = 0 don’t have a label, then the MAP
solution would not contain the edge pair, although it would make more sense to include the
edge pair in the solution. (b) Using P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 0, I, G) = P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G)
gives a posterior distribution with the modus corresponding to the intended solution.

pairs that are not part of the solution don’t have a real label, this distribution cannot be learned from annotated examples. We have to decide which
distribution to use. The most correct way is saying that an edge pair that is
not part of the solution has no label. However, this can result in a scenario
where the MAP solution of the simultaneous segmentation and labeling is
not the solution we want, as demonstrated in Fig. 4a.
We propose three approaches to this problem. The first is to assume
that P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 0, I, G) = P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G), which behaves
better (as demonstrated in Fig. 4b). An edge pair eijk that is not part of the
solution (i.e. tijk = 0) has no real label and thus its label lijk in the solution is
arbitrary and of no interest to us. Since we look for the most likely solution,
an edge pair that is not part of the solution will have the label with the
highest probability. Thus, under optimization over x, the following equation
holds:
Y h
P (L = l|T = t, I, G) =
P (Lijk = lijk |Tijk = 1, I, G)tijk ×
eijk ∈F



0

max
P (Lijk = l |Tijk
0
l
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1−tijk i
= 1, I, G)
.

(8)

Allowing us to further derive:
P (L = l|T = t, I, G) =

Y h P (Lijk = lijk |Tijk = 1, I, G) itijk
×
0
max
l0 P (Lijk = l |Tijk = 1, I, G)
eijk ∈F
Y
max
P (Lijk = l0 |Tijk = 1, I, G)
0
l

eijk ∈F

(9)

Y h P (Lijk = lijk |Tijk = 1, I, G) itijk
(10)
0
max
l0 P (Lijk = l |Tijk = 1, I, G)
eijk ∈F
Y Y h P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G) ixlijk
=
.
0
max
l0 P (Lijk = l |Tijk = 1, I, G)
e ∈F

∝

ijk

l∈L̂

(11)
A second approach is to assume P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 0, I, G) = 1/|L̂|.
Following a similar derivation, we end up with:
P (L = l|T = t, I, G) ∝

Y Y h P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G) ixlijk
1/|L̂|

eijk ∈F l∈L̂

.

(12)

A third approach recognizes that not every label has an equally large prior
probability to be found, especially since there is considerable variation in the
length of the different vascular segments, and attaches more importance to
those smaller segments:
P (L = l|T = t, I, G) ≈

Y Y h P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G) ixlijk
.
P
(L
ijk = l)
e ∈F
ijk

(13)

l∈L̂

2.3.2. Segmentation term P (T = t|I, G)
We first introduce the set of undirected edge pairs: F̄ = {ēijk |eijk ∈
F ∧ i < k}. The random variables T = {Tijk } are decomposed in random
variables Y = {Yijk } and D = {Dijk } with their realizations y = {yijk }
and d = {dijk }. The binary variable Yijk indicates whether the undirected
edge pair ēijk is part of the solution: Yijk = Tijk + Tkji . The binary variable
Dijk represents in which direction undirected edge pair ēijk appears in the
solution: if Dijk is true, the direction from vi to vk , otherwise from vk to vi .
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The relations are:
∀Tijk ∈ T : Tijk = 1 ⇐⇒ Yijk = 1 ∧ Dijk = 1
∀eijk ∈ F : Yijk = Ykji
∀eijk ∈ F : Dijk + Dkji = 1.

(14)
(15)
(16)

Assuming conditional independence over the undirected edge pairs, we get:
P (T = t|I, G)
i
Y h
=
P (Dijk = dijk |Yijk = yijk , I, G)P (Yijk = yijk |I, G)

(17)
(18)

ēijk ∈F̄

=

Y h

yijk
P (Dijk = dijk |Yijk = 1, I, G)P (Yijk = 1|I, G)
×

ēijk ∈F̄



1−yijk i
P (Dijk = dijk |Yijk = 0, I, G)P (Yijk = 0|I, G)
.

(19)

The probabilities of P (Dijk = d|Yijk = 1, I, G) are obtained from a probabilistic classifier trained on a set of edge pairs and their directions, as explained in Section 2.5. Since undirected edge pairs ēijk that are not part
of the solution do not have a real direction, the distribution of P (Dijk =
d|Yijk = 0, I, G) cannot be learned from annotated examples. Following the
same reasoning as in Section 2.3.1, we define P (Dijk = dijk |Yijk = 0, I, G) =
P (Dijk = dijk |Yijk = 1, I, G).
An undirected edge pair ēijk that is not part of the solution (i.e. yijk = 0)
has no real direction and thus dijk in the solution is arbitrary and of no
interest to us. Since we look for the most likely solution, an undirected edge
pair that is not part of the solution will have the direction with the highest
probability. Thus, under optimization over x, the following equation holds:
P (T = t|I, G)
yijk
Y h
×
=
P (Dijk = dijk |Yijk = 1, I, G)P (Yijk = 1|I, G)

(20)

ēijk ∈F̄



1−yijk i
0
max
P
(D
=
d
|Y
=
0,
I,
G)P
(Y
=
0|I,
G)
.
ijk
ijk
ijk
0
d

14

(21)

This can be rewritten as:
P (T = t|I, G)
Y h P (Dijk = dijk |Yijk = 1, I, G)P (Yijk = 1|I, G) iyijk
∝
maxd0 P (Dijk = d0 |Yijk = 0, I, G)P (Yijk = 0|I, G)

(22)
(23)

ēijk ∈F̄

=
=

iyijk dijk
P (Dijk = 1|Yijk = 1, I, G)P (Yijk = 1|I, G)
maxd0 P (Dijk = d0 |Yijk = 0, I, G)P (Yijk = 0|I, G)
eijk ∈F
ixlijk
Y Yh
P (D = 1|Y = 1, I, G)P (Y = 1|I, G)
Y h

ijk

eijk ∈F l∈L̂

maxd0 P (Dijk =

ijk
d0 |Y

ijk

ijk

= 0, I, G)P (Yijk = 0|I, G)

(24)
.

(25)

2.3.3. Objective function
Taking the logarithm of Eq. 4 results in an objective function that is
linear in the xlijk variables. Depending on which assumption we made in the
derivation of the labeling term, we get a different objective function. We will
refer to them as Proposed 1, Proposed 2 and Proposed 3 :
X Xh
P (Dijk = 1|Yijk = 1, I, G)
P (Yijk = 1|I, G)
+ log
log
1 − P (Yijk = 1|I, G)
maxd0 P (Dijk = d0 |Yijk = 1, I, G)
eijk ∈F l∈L̂
P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G) i l
+ log
x ,
maxl0 P (Lijk = l0 |Tijk = 1, I, G) ijk
(26)
X Xh

log

eijk ∈F l∈L̂

and
X Xh
eijk ∈F l∈L̂

log

P (Yijk = 1|I, G)
P (Dijk = 1|Yijk = 1, I, G)
+ log
1 − P (Yijk = 1|I, G)
maxd0 P (Dijk = d0 |Yijk = 1, I, G)
P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G) i l
xijk
+ log
1/|L̂|
(27)

P (Dijk = 1|Yijk = 1, I, G)
P (Yijk = 1|I, G)
+ log
1 − P (Yijk = 1|I, G)
maxd0 P (Dijk = d0 |Yijk = 1, I, G)
P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G) i l
+ log
xijk .
P (Lijk = l)
(28)
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In our previous work (Robben et al., 2014), different assumptions were
made and direction was not taken into account, resulting in:
X Xh
P (Yijk = 1|I, G)
P (Lijk = l|I, G, Yijk = 1) i l
log
+ log
xijk .
1 − P (Yijk = 1|I, G)
P (Lijk = l)
e ∈F
ijk

l∈L̂

(29)
For comparison, the objective function of Türetken et al. (2013) is:
X h
P (Yijk = 1|I, G) i
log
tijk .
(30)
1
−
P
(Y
ijk = 1|I, G)
e ∈F
ijk

2.4. Constraints
Not every x gives rise to a biologically plausible and feasible solution. We
formulate constraints to enforce both the consistency and the connectedness
of the solution. Furthermore, our algorithm learns from the annotated training data which edge pair labels and, more importantly, which configurations
of labels are possible in the final solution. All these constraints are expressed
by linear inequalities W x <= b, where Wij ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and b is a binary
vector. In the following we give an overview of the constraints. The detailed
mathematical formulation is given in Appendix A.
2.4.1. Consistency and connectedness
First, an active edge pair, i.e. an edge pair that is in the solution, can
have only one edge pair label. Second, an edge eij can have at most one
active incoming edge pair ehij , as also illustrated in Fig. 3. Third, edges
represent tubular segments and it is impossible that two of them occupy
the same physical 3D space. Hence, the solution cannot contain edges that
spatially overlap. Fourth, all segment labels (except for ’NA’) correspond to
anatomical names of arteries, which are coherent anatomical structures. By
anatomical naming convention, two different anatomical segments are either
not connected, or are connected at a single place. Now, recall that an edge
pair label l is a tuple of segment labels: l = (s1 , .., sn ), si ∈ S. Thus, if an
edge pair eijk in the solution has edge pair label l that contains (sa , sb ), then
the connection between sa and sb is somewhere on the edge eij or on the edge
ejk , and not on any other edge. Finally, to ensure the connectedness of the
vascular segments, we enforce the active edge pairs to be connected to the
virtual vertex vv . An edge pair eijk is connected if there is a path, containing
only active edge pairs, starting from vv and containing eijk .
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2.4.2. Learned label configurations
Although there is considerable inter-subject variation in the cerebral vasculature, some patterns hold invariably. These patterns can be expressed as
rules: they state the edge pair labels that are forbidden for an edge pair,
conditioned on the edge pair labels of certain neighboring edge pairs. The
algorithm infers these rules from the training data and enforces them when
segmenting and labeling unseen images.
When learning the allowed edge pairs labels of an edge pair ehij , the
algorithm conditions on various (combinations of) neighboring edge pairs
(e.g. the preceding edge pair eghi , the following edge pair eijk , ...). In the
following, an overview is given of the considered combinations and to which
situations they refer to.
First, consider two edge pairs that follow each other, say ehij and eijk .
The algorithm observes in the training data which edge pair labels never
appear on an edge pair eijk , given the edge pair label of its preceding edge
pair ehij .
Second, consider two edge pairs forming a bifurcation, say ehij and ehik .
The algorithm observes in the training data which edge pair labels never
appear on edge pairs forming a bifurcation. Additionally, it learns which edge
pair labels never appear on an edge pair that does not form a bifurcation.
Third, consider an edge pair that forms a terminating branch, i.e. that
is not followed by another edge pair. The algorithm observes in the training
data which edge pair labels cannot be on a terminating branch.
Finally, since edge pairs are directed, it is possible to detect when they
form a non-tree like topology. The algorithm observes in the training data
which edge pair labels cannot be on a non-tree like topology.
2.5. Estimation of probability terms
The objective function contains three probability terms, which need to be
estimated. For estimation of P (Yijk = 1|I, G), we use the classifier described
in Türetken et al. (2013). The probabilities P (Dijk = 1|Yijk = 1, I, G) and
P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G) are estimated by extremely randomized trees classifiers (Geurts et al., 2006), available in Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
The features are the begin and end point coordinates, the direction (the
normalized difference between the begin and end point coordinates) and the
average radius of the edge pair. Since edge pairs are relatively long and more
local geometric properties are also relevant, we split the centerline at its point
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of largest curvature in two parts and calculate those features also for these
two parts.
For each classifier, 100k training examples are randomly sampled from
the manually labeled, ground truth centerlines. Each example is a randomly
sampled path (i.e. a piece of centerline) with its length sampled from the
distribution of edge pairs lengths in the graphs GI created on the images in
the training set.
The extremely randomized trees classifier has several hyperparameters
which needs to be set. In a grid search, the combination of hyperparameter
values is found that minimizes the log loss, as measured in a five fold crossvalidation on the training set. The classifier is subsequently retrained on
the full training set using the optimal hypervalues. The hyperparameters
(and the considered values in the grid search) are: the minimum number
of samples per leaf (20, 35, 50, 100), the number of trees (100) and the
maximum number of features considered at each split (40%, 80% and the
square root of the number of features).
2.6. Optimization and post processing
We formulated the joint segmentation and labeling problem as an integer
program (IP) over x subject to a set of constraints. We solve the resulting IP
to provable optimality (with a solution gap of 1e−4 ) using the branch-andcut procedure of the Gurobi Optimizer (Gurobi Optimization Inc., 2015).
To reduce computation time, we only consider edge pairs eijk which have
P (Yijk = 1|I, G) ≥ 0.1 and labels l with P (Lijk = l|Tijk = 1, I, G) ≥ 0.05.
The solution x, which says which edge pairs belong to the vasculature
and what their labels are, needs to be converted to labeled centerlines. We
create a graph Gx = (Vx , Ex ) containing the selected edge pairs: Vx = {vi |
∃vj , vk , l : xlijk ∨ xljik ∨ xljki } and Ex = {ejk | ∃i, l : xlijk ∨ xljki }. Every edge ejk
receives a set of segment labels: {s} = ∩{l|(∃i : xlijk ) ∨ (∃i : xljki )}. Since an
edge can span multiple anatomical segments, some sets contain more than
one segment label. By merging the spatially overlapping parts of the edges
and their segment label sets, we get the labeled centerlines.
3. Results
We first evaluate the labeling and the segmentation performance of our
algorithm separately, each against a state-of-the-art approach for the respective task, and then report our combined performance. All experiments are
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done with a leave-one-image-out cross-validation. We use 50 MRA images
of the cerebral vasculature of healthy volunteers, originating from a publicly
available dataset (Bullitt et al., 2005). The MRA images are acquired on
a 3 T MR unit (Allegra, Siemens Medical Systems Inc., Germany) with a
voxel size of 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm × 0.8 mm and a resolution of 448 × 448 × 128.
Ground truth segmentations were provided by Bogunović et al. (2013), manually labeled (by D.R.) and reviewed by an expert (G.W.). The images
are rigidly aligned and cropped to the region that covers the segmentations
(Bogunović et al., 2013).
Segmentation quality metric. The performance of centerline segmentation algorithms is often quantified by the precison and recall of centerlines points.
For every centerline point of the resulting segmentation, the distance to the
closest ground truth centerline point is calculated. Points closer than tolerance ρ are considered true positives (T P ) while the others are considered false
positives (F P ). Vice versa, for every centerline point of the ground truth,
the distance to the closest centerline point of the result is calculated, where
points closer than ρ are again considered true positives (T P ) and the others
false negatives (F N ). This allows calculating the precision (T P/(T P + F P ))
and the recall (T P/(T P + F N )).
However, we are interested in evaluating not only the overlap but also the
topological correctness of our segmentation. We propose a new local-to-global
segmentation quality metric that measures the quality of a centerline segmentation on both a local and a global scale. Instead of considering the precision
and recall of centerline points, we look at the precision and recall of centerline paths with varying lengths, where a path is a piece of centerline that
does not branch (although it might pass through a furcation). For very short
paths, the measure is equivalent to the overlap measure explained earlier.
For longer paths, the measure gives an idea of the correctness of topology
of the segmentation. To calculate it, we sample random paths with varying
lengths from both our segmentation and the ground truth segmentation. For
every random path of either segmentation, we look for a corresponding path
in the other segmentation. A path is corresponding if it has a Haussdorf distance less than ρ to the sampled path. A such, both precision and recall of a
segmentation can be calculated for different path lengths. In all experiments,
we set ρ to 1.5 mm.
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3.1. Anatomical labeling of ground truth centerlines
Instead of using the overcomplete graph constructed from the image, we
create the graph from the ground truth centerlines. This graph is unlabeled,
but contains only edges that belong to the vasculature. By setting P (Tijk =
1|I, G) = 1, we can use our algorithm to label this graph. The result is an
edge labeled graph, from which we can infer the position of several named
bifurcations. The positions are compared with those in the ground truth
annotation. Again we introduce some tolerance: if the Euclidean distance is
smaller than 2 mm, it is considered a true positive. Since we use the same
dataset as Bogunović et al. (2013), we can directly compare the performance.
3.1.1. Vertices on furcations
In a first experiment we construct the overcomplete graph in a way that
fully exploits the knowledge that it is constructed from the ground truth:
the furcations of the ground truth centerlines are taken as the vertices of the
overcomplete graph and additional vertices are added to ensure that edges of
the overcomplete graph are about 5 mm long. Having edges of more or less
equal length improves the classification accuracy. By sampling the ground
truth furcations, we make sure that an edge pair label contains no more than
two segment labels. The performance of anatomical labeling of ground truth
centerlines was compared with the method of Bogunović et al. (2013) (shown
in Table 2).
3.1.2. Randomly sampled vertices
When doing the simultaneous segmentation and labeling, the vertices
are not placed on the exact positions of the furcations but on the positions
with the highest tubularity values. To quantify the influence of this, we
perform a second experiment. Now the vertices are randomly sampled from
the centerlines in such a way that the distribution of the edge lengths is
similar to the distributions found in overcomplete graphs constructed on real
images. Results are shown in Table 3.
3.2. Simultaneous segmentation and labeling: segmentation quality
We perform the simultaneous segmentation and labeling as described earlier. The resulting overcomplete graphs have on average 3563 edge pairs.
The integer problems have on average 19599 binary variables and 237405
constraints. Running single threaded on an AMD Opteron 6128 processor,
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Table 2: Comparison of the labeling performance on the ground truth centerlines. Accuracy (A), precision (P) and recall (R) are reported for the proposed method with the
vertices placed on the furcations and for the method of Bogunović et al. (2013).

Proposed 1 Proposed 2 Proposed 3 Bogunović
(Eq. 26)
(Eq. 27)
(Eq. 28)
et al.
A P R A P R A P R A P R
Bifurcation
ICA-OA
99 99 100 99 99 100 99 99 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 100 99
ICA-M1
ICA-PComA
98 100 98 100 97 97 98 100 97 97 98 98
ACA1-AComA 96 100 95 96 100 95 96 100 95 98 97 100
M1-M2
78 78 100 78 78 100 88 88 100 82 82 100
VBA-SCA
95 99 96 95 99 96 95 99 96 90 98 91 90 98 91 90 98 91 96 96 100
VBA-PCA1
PCA1-PComA 95 100 92 95 100 92 95 100 92 98 97 100
93 94 97 93 94 97 93 94 97 PCA2-PCA3
the optimization takes on average 88 s for proposed 1, 253 s for proposed 2
and 510 s for proposed 3.
We compare the segmentation quality of our method and the method of
Türetken et al. (2013), which can be thought of as our algorithm without
the simultaneous labeling. To put these results into perspective, a second
observer (D.R.) delineated three randomly selected images again. This gives
an idea of the inter-observer variability. Finally, we also report the segmentation quality of the overcomplete graph. The local-to-global segmentation
quality metric is calculated and results are shown in Fig. 5.
To appreciate the improved objective function over the one presented in
Robben et al. (2014), we show in Fig. 6 the results for the objective function without the direction term (or equivalently, with P (Dijk = dijk |Yijk =
1, I, G) = 0.5). Without the direction term, optimization takes on average
320 s for proposed 1, 420 s for proposed 2 and 808 s for proposed 3.
3.3. Simultaneous segmentation and labeling: segmentation quality of the labeled segments
We report the precision and recall of the centerline points for each named
vascular segment. The use of the local-to-global segmentation quality metric
is not required, since named vascular segments always have the same topology: a non-branching curve. Results are given in Table 4. Finally, Fig. 7
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Table 3: Comparison of the labeling performance on the ground truth centerlines. Accuracy (A), precision (P) and recall (R) are reported for the proposed method with the
vertices sampled randomly.

Bifurcation
ICA-OA
ICA-M1
ICA-PComA
ACA1-AComA
M1-M2
VBA-SCA
VBA-PCA1
PCA1-PComA
PCA2-PCA3

Proposed 1
(Eq. 26)
A
P
R
99 100 99
95 96 99
96 97 97
83 92 86
81 81 100
83 98 85
82 100 80
99 100 98
90 97 90

Proposed 2
(Eq. 27)
A
P
R
99 100 99
96 96 100
95 97 96
81 91 83
81 81 100
81 98 83
76 92 79
96 100 94
88 94 89

Proposed 3
(Eq. 28)
A
P
R
99 100 99
99 99 100
95 96 97
75 85 79
89 89 100
82 100 82
64 88 67
99 100 98
91 94 95

shows automated segmentation and labeling results of our algorithm for two
complete vasculatures.
4. Discussion and conclusion
We first assessed the performance of anatomical labeling of ground truth
centerlines (shown in Table 2). The differences between the three proposed
objective functions (Eq. 26, 27 and 28) are small, with the third one performing slightly better than the other two. In comparison with Bogunović
et al. (2013), a state of art method for anatomical labeling of the cerebral
vasculature, we tend to have a higher precision but a lower recall, resulting
in an accuracy that is on average about the same.
It should be noted that the method of Bogunović et al. (2013) requires
topologically correct segmentations, and uses reference graphs explicitly stating bifurcation connectivity for the entire vasculature. Extending it to a
larger number of bifurcations requires a steep increase in the number of reference graphs. For example, in their approach, inclusion of bifurcation of the
left and right SCA (the VBA-SCA bifurcation), which can lie proximal or
distal to the VBA-PCA1 bifurcation and not necessarily left-right symmetric,
would result in a sixfold increase in number of reference graphs from 8 to 48.
In general, assuming that the topology of distant furcations is independent,
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Figure 5: The local-to-global reconstruction quality metric for both our method and
Türetken et al. (2013).

their number of reference graphs increases exponentially with the number
of furcations. In our approach, the constraints on the connections between
certain labels are both learned and enforced locally. This scales better to
larger regions of interest while – as demonstrated – performs equally well.
When the ground truth segmentations are labeled with the furcations
randomly sampled, we see a decrease in accuracy (Table 3). This is especially the case around the VBA-PCA1 bifurcation. The reason is that the
VBA-PCA1 and the VBA-SCA bifurcation lie very close to each other (or
sometimes even form a quadrifurcation) and are often represented by four
partially overlapping edges for which it is difficult to enforce consistent labels (see Fig. 8).
Looking at the segmentation quality (Fig. 5), precision and recall on a
local scale are relatively similar for the compared methods. On a larger
scale, the precision of our approach clearly outperforms that of Türetken
et al. (2013), while the recall stays about the same. This means that the
segmentations of both methods overlap equally well with the ground truth,
but that the topology of our solution is closer to that of the ground truth.
The additional constraints regarding the connectivity of the different labels
help inferring the correct topology in ambiguous cases such as kissing vessels,
which is also illustrated in the close-ups of Fig. 9. When comparing our three
objective functions, we see that proposed 2 and proposed 3 perform very
similar, with the latter slightly better. Proposed 1 has a higher precision,
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Figure 6: The local-to-global reconstruction quality metric for both our method, our
method without the direction term and the method of Robben et al. (2014).

Figure 7: Two automatically segmented and labeled vasculatures. As in Fig. 1, the colors
indicate the anatomical labels of the vessel segments.

but a lower recall. The direction term improves both the precision and the
recall on every scale (Fig. 6) and it improves the calculation time. The
overcomplete graph has – as expected – a very low precision and – as assumed
– a very high recall. Even though the recall is not 100%, it is higher than
the recall of the second human observer.
This work is based on the method of Türetken et al. (2013) but differs
on several important points. First, the method now performs simultaneous
anatomical labeling, which has ramifications on both the objective function
and the constraints. Not only does this result in an anatomically labeled
segmentation, it also improves the segmentation itself. Additionally, it allows the method to be fully automated: it removes the need for a manually
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Table 4: Results of the simultaneous segmentation and labeling: precision (P) and recall
(R) of the centerline points for every vascular segment.

Vascular segement
ICA-L
ICA-R
OA-L
OA-R
MCA1-L
MCA1-R
ACA1-L
ACA1-R
PComA-L
PComA-R
AComA
PCA1-L
PCA1-R
PCA2-L
PCA2-R

Proposed 1
(Eq. 26)
P
R
96
82
93
88
86
48
88
43
94
81
96
78
97
94
98
88
98
65
98
70
96
35
95
80
98
85
95
88
96
88

Proposed 2
(Eq. 27)
P
R
94
93
91
91
67
77
78
73
94
80
97
76
97
96
97
94
97
74
96
75
93
62
94
85
97
84
95
85
96
86

Proposed 3
(Eq. 28)
P
R
95
92
91
91
65
77
71
75
84
99
84
99
96
98
96
93
94
84
94
78
90
75
87
87
95
89
91
87
96
88

indicated start point for each vascular structure. Second, we include the direction term in the objective function, which also improves the segmentation.
Finally, we calculate the tubularity image differently, in a way that is better
suited for the studied MRA images.
In this work, we explore one particular way for creating the overcomplete
graph. However, there are alternative approaches for obtaining an initial
overcomplete segmentation of the vasculature. One could modify the current
approach and use different tubularity values (Turetken et al., 2013) or a
different cost function to connect the samples. Alternatively, one could use
a greedy vessel tracking algorithm (Aylward and Bullitt, 2002; Wong and
Chung, 2007; Gülsün and Tek, 2008; Friman et al., 2010) with a very high
termination criterion to generate centerlines that serve as graph GI . However,
it is out of the scope of this work to evaluate which technique performs better
at creating an overcomplete segmentation.
To the best of our knowledge, we presented the first algorithm for simultaneous segmentation and anatomical labeling of the vasculature. Our
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Figure 8: The VBA-PCA1 and VBA-SCA bifurcations lie very close to each other, making
it hard to consistently classify their composing edges. The edge pair eghi has in both cases
very similar geometrical features but has different edge pair labels (left: VBA-PCA1SCA, right: VBA-SCA). Because of the random sampling, the constraints cannot enforce
a consistent labeling.

Figure 9: The centerlines of the ACA1, AComA and ACA2 according to the ground truth
(left), the method of Türetken et al. (middle), and the proposed method 3 (right). Note
the absence of spurious connections between the left and right ACA2 in our solution.

maximum a posteriori formulation results in an integer program and the globally optimal solution is found by a branch-and-cut algorithm. We evaluate
our approach on a publicly available dataset of 50 cerebral MRA images. We
showed the feasibility and the added value of incorporating knowledge about
the anatomical structure into the segmentation process and demonstrated
that our approach compares favorably against specialized state-of-the-art algorithms that address the segmentation and labeling problems separately.
However, there are still opportunities to improve this work. First, our
method uses classifiers to evaluate the probability that a centerline belongs
to the vasculature. These classifiers use intensity based features that are
probably not robust against scanner variability. While providing adequate
training data for each type of scanner is a possibility, a combination of inten26

sity standardization and transfer learning (Becker et al., 2013) seems more
feasible. Second, in our method, the observed patterns in the vessel connectivity are learned and enforced as hard constraints. While proven to be
efficient on our database of healthy patients, they might be too restrictive
for diseased vasculature e.g. patients with severely stenosed arteries. Working with less labels or the use of soft constraints might be necessary here.
Finally, a crucial assumption for the method is that GI is overcomplete. However, this does not hold invariantly. e.g. in some cases, a vertex is placed on
the position where two vessels kiss, which makes the correct reconstruction
impossible.
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Appendix A. Constraints
Appendix A.1. Consistency and connectedness
An active edge pair, i.e. an edge pair that is in the solution, can have
only one edge pair label:
X
∀eijk ∈ F :
xlijk ≤ 1.
(A.1)
l∈L̂

An edge eij can have at most one active incoming edge pair ehij , as also
illustrated in Fig. 3:
X
X
∀eij ∈ E :
xlhij +
xlhji ≤ 1.
(A.2)
ehij ∈F,l∈L̂

ehji ∈F,l∈L̂

We want the segmentation to be geometrically consistent, that is: prohibit
that the solution contains edges that occupy the same physical 3D space.
Hereto, we use the disjoint edges constraint from Türetken et al. (2013),
which lets at most one edge pair be active among all those that either contain
eij or overlap with it.
Finally, all segment labels (except for ’NA’ of course) correspond to
anatomical names of arteries, which are coherent anatomical structures. By
anatomical naming convention, two different segments are either not connected, or are connected on a single place – typically a bifurcation. Now, recall that an edge pair label l is a tuple of segment labels: l = (s1 , .., sn ), si ∈ S.
Thus, if an edge pair eijk in the solution has edge pair label l that contains
(sa , sb ), then the connection between sa and sb is somewhere on the edge eij
or on the edge ejk , and not somewhere else.
By introducing the following notation:
(sa , sb ) ∈ l =⇒ ∃i : li = sa ∧ li+1 = sb ,

(A.3)

this knowledge can be enforced as:

∀eghi ∈ F, ejkm

connections = {(s1, s2)|s1 ∈ S, s2 ∈ S} (A.4)
∈ F, |{vg , vh , vi } ∩ {vj , vk , vm }| ≤ 1, c ∈ connections :
X
X
xljkm ≤ 1. (A.5)
xlghi +
l∈L̂:
c∈l
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l∈L̂:
c∈l

This approach requires O(|F |2 ) constraints. We use an approximation, only
considering edge pairs that share at least one vertex, since those are most
likely to violate this constraint.
∀eghi ∈ F, ejkm ∈ F, |{vg , vh , vi } ∩ {vj , vk , vm }| = 1, c ∈ connections :
X
X
xlghi +
xljkm ≤ 1. (A.6)
l∈L̂:
c∈l

l∈L̂:
c∈l

Appendix A.1.1. Connectedness
To ensure the connectedness of the vascular segments, we enforce the
active edge pairs to be connected to the virtual vertex vv . An edge pair
eijk is connected if there is a path, containing only active edge pairs, starting
from vv and containing eijk . Türetken et al. (2013) enforce this by introducing
additional flow variables to explicitly count the number of distinct paths to
each vertex and through every edge. However, this is computationally very
demanding and therefore we propose using a local approximation, enforcing
that an active edge pair needs another active incoming edge pair (except if
the edge pair starts at the virtual root vertex):
X
X
∀eijk ∈ F, vi 6= vv :
xlijk ≤
xlhij .
(A.7)
l∈L̂

ehij ∈F,l∈L̂

Appendix A.2. Learned label configurations
Although there is considerable inter-subject variation in the cerebral vasculature, some patterns hold invariably. The algorithm learns these patterns
from the training data and enforces them when segmenting and labeling unseen images. The patterns can be expressed as rules: they state the edge
pair labels that are possible for a certain edge pair, given the edge pair labels
of certain neighboring edge pairs.
Following. Lincompatible
⊆ L̂ is the set of the edge pair labels that are in the
l
training data never observed on an edge pair eijk that follows an edge pair
ehij with edge pair label l. This knowledge is expressed in the constraint:
xlhij

h

j

i

0
xlijk
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k

X

∀eijk ∈ F, l ∈ L̂ :

ehij ∈F

0

X

xlhij +

xlijk ≤ 1.

(A.8)

l0 ∈Lincompatible
l

Bifurcation 1. Some edge pair labels can occur only in a bifurcation or due
to the sampling right after the bifurcation (illustrated for ICA − M 1 in
Fig. A.10). We introduce Bl = ({l1 }, {l2 }), two sets of edge pair labels. A
label l is only observed on an edge pair ef gh if there is another edge pair ef gm
with a label l1 or if there is an edge pair emf g with label l2 .
g

h

m

xlf1gm
xlf gh

f
xlf gh

h

g

f
2
xlmf
g

m
This is enforced as:
X

∀l ∈ L̂, ef gh ∈ F : xlf gh =⇒ (

xlf1gm ≥ 1)

ef gm ∈F,l1 ∈Bl [1]:m6=h

∨(

X

2
xlmf
g = 1).

(A.9)

emf g ∈F,l2 ∈Bl [2]

Rewritten as a linear inequality:
∀l ∈ L̂, ef gh ∈ F : xlf gh ≤

X
ef gm ∈F,l1 ∈Bl [1]:m6=h

xlf1gm +

X

2
xlmf
g.

emf g ∈F,l2 ∈Bl [2]

(A.10)
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Figure A.10: Illustration of the configuration of the edge pair labels in the bifurcation of
the ICA into the M 1 and A1. ICA − A1 can only occur when there is a bifurcation (ICA
followed by A1 and M 1) or it’s preceded by ICA − A1

Bifurcation 2. Some edge pair labels can never occur in a bifurcation. Now,
urcation
Lnobif
⊆ L̂ is the set of edge pair labels that are never observed to be
l
on an edge pair egij that has the same first edge as an edge pair egih with
edge pair label l:
h

j

i
0
xlgij

xlgih

g

∀egih ∈ F, l ∈ L̂, egij ∈ F, vj 6= vh : xlgih +

0

X

xlgij ≤ 1

(A.11)

urcation
l0 ∈Lnobif
l

or:
∀xlgih ∈ X, egij ∈ F, vj 6= vh : xlgih +

X

0

xlgij ≤ 1.

(A.12)

urcation
l0 ∈Lnobif
l

Terminating. Lnon−terminal ⊆ L̂ is the set of edge pair labels that are never
observed on an edge pair that is not followed by another edge pair. Some
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edge pair labels cannot terminate but should be continued:
X
0
∀l ∈ Lnon−terminal , ehij ∈ F : xlhij ≤
xlkjm .
ekjm

(A.13)

∈F,l0 ∈L̂

Non-tree 1. An active edge pair cannot always end in the middle of another
active edge pair. Lnotincoming
⊆ L̂ is the set of edge pair labels which are
l
never observed on an active edge pair whose middle vertex is the last vertex
of an active edge pair with edge pair label l.
g

h

j

i
0
xlkij

xlghi

k
We state:
∀ekij ∈ F, ehi ∈ E, l ∈ L̂ :

X
eghi ∈F :h6=k

0

X

xlghi +

xlkij ≤ 1.

(A.14)

l0 ∈Lnotincoming
l

Non-tree 2. An active edge pair cannot always end at the end of another
active edge pair. Lnottouching
⊆ Lis the set of edge pair labels which are never
l
observed on an active edge pair whose last vertex is the last vertex of an
active edge pair with edge pair label l.
g

h

j

i

k

xlghi
0

xlkij

We state:
∀ehi ∈ E, eji ∈ E, l ∈ L̂, j 6= h :

X
eghi ∈F

xlghi +

X

0

xlkji ≤ 1.

l0 ∈Lnottouching
,ekji ∈F
l

(A.15)
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